
hd Sub-Series
Subwoofer

Harmonic Design

The hd Sub Series consists of the passive, compact and powerful vented subwoofers hd Slim265, hd Sub12, hd Sub15 

and hd Sub18. Our extensive experience in over 38 years of chassis development has led to the development of special 

chassis with large linear excursion, 3”, 4” and 5” voice coils, fiberglass coil carrier and double spider. The generously 

dimensioned ventilation of the voice coil on the pole piece and spider ensures a high continuous power handling 

and minimal PowerCompression. The improved cooling also increases the durability and reliability of the subwoofer. 

Excellent dynamics and tight impulse fidelity paired with an extremely high sound pressure level are the results of 

many individual optimization processes.

An M20 threaded insert on the top of the housing allows the mounting of a distance rod. In addition, four abrasion-

resistant rubber feet on the underside and the associated cutouts on top ensure a secure stacking of same cabinets. 

The NL4 Speakon jacks, mounted on the back of the connector panel, are used to connect and link the input signal. 

The loudspeaker enclosure is available in the options RAL colors, outdoor and as installation version. The installation 

version (suffix i) eliminates the M20 flange, the transport handles and the stacking feet cutouts. Matching, padded and 

water-repellent transport sleeves are optionally available.

Model Type Transducers Impedance Power Rating 
RMS / Peak

Sensitivity
(1W / 1m)

SPLmax Freq. Range 
(-6dB)

Weight Dimensions
W x H x D (mm)

Slim265 Subwoofer 2x 6” 4 / 16 Ω 300 / 600 W 98 dB 118 dB 55 Hz - 200 Hz 9 kg 400 x 102 x 584
Sub12 Subwoofer 12“ 8 Ω 400 / 800 W 98 dB 122 dB 40 Hz - 180 Hz 19 kg 400 x 430 x 420
Sub15 Subwoofer 15“ 8 Ω 1000 / 4000 W 101 dB 136 dB 40 Hz - 130 Hz 31 kg 465 x 472 x 520
Sub18 Subwoofer 18“N 8 Ω 1800 / 7200 W 102 dB 141 dB 35 Hz - 100 Hz 40 kg 536 x 542 x 600

Infra218 Hybrid 2x 18“N 4 Ω 3600 / 14400 W 106 dB 149 dB 28 Hz - 90 Hz 89 kg 1190 x 536 x 670

Applications
live sound, A/V installations, broadcast, discotheque, 
sports arenas, concert halls, mobile use

Options
RAL color, outdoor, install version without handles and 
M20, 100mm hd SilentWheels, wheel board, cover

for usage with
hd Columns, hd x81-Series, hd MP-Series, hd LSA-Series

Features
•  long throw 
•  passive directivity pattern 
•  reversed Speakon connector on front
•  extended low frequency performance from 28 Hz
•  high SPL in a lightweight compact enclosure
•  improved cooling
•  reduced power-compression
•  M20 flange on two sides (hd Infra218)

hd Sub15
Subwoofer

hd Sub18
Subwoofer

hd Sub12
Subwoofer

The optimally tuned, vented, hybrid horn-loaded cabinet houses two special long-excursion 18” cone drivers with 

a linear displacement of 30 mm. A large, air flow-optimized center reflex port allows excellent air excitation with 

minimal turbulence and distortion. The transmission range from 28 Hz to 100 Hz makes the Infra218 the perfect bass 

extension for all Harmonic Design speakers. Thanks to its long throw, high efficiency and passive directivity pattern, 

the hd Infra218 can be optimally integrated into LineArray applications. The cardioid radiation behavior is generated 

passively with two or three stacked hd Infra218 down to 70 Hz resp. 55 Hz in the forward radiating mode. 

Protective skids made of high-strength PVC on two sides and corresponding recesses on the top of the cabinet 

ensure a secure footing. A Speakon socket in the protective front grille allows cardioid configurations without special 

interchangeable cables.

hd Infra218
Hybrid Subwoofer

The hd Infra218  is a high-performance subwoofer with a 

hybrid enclosure design for the reproduction of extended 

low frequencies below 28 Hz. Compact dimensions and 

exceptional power reserves combined with minimal 

distortion make the hd Infra218 a modern yet flexible 

tool for large-scale touring and installation applications 

requiring extreme low- end, high SPL and great control 

over dispersion.
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